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600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 

Suite CC-5610 (Annex B) 

Washington, DC 20580 

 

Re: Unfair or Deceptive Fees ANPR, R207011 

 

Truth in Advertising, Inc. (“TINA.org”) welcomes the opportunity to submit the 

following in conjunction with the Federal Trade Commission’s (“Commission,” 

“Agency” or “FTC”) November 8, 2022 request for comments regarding its proposal to 

commence a rulemaking proceeding to address certain deceptive and/or unfair acts or 

practices relating to fees.1 As explained in more detail below, TINA.org’s work tracking 

and exposing junk and hidden fees makes clear that it is a pervasive problem that causes 

real financial harm to consumers. As such, TINA.org supports the commencement of a 

rulemaking proceeding regarding junk – as well as hidden – fees. 

 

INTEREST OF COMMENTER 

 

TINA.org is a nonpartisan, nonprofit consumer advocacy organization whose mission is 

to combat deceptive advertising and consumer fraud; promote understanding of the 

serious harms commercial dishonesty inflicts; and work with consumers, businesses, 

independent experts, synergy organizations, self-regulatory bodies and government 

agencies to advance countermeasures that effectively prevent and stop deception in our 

economy. At the center of TINA.org’s efforts is its website, www.tina.org, which 

provides information about common deceptive advertising techniques, consumer 

protection laws, and alerts about specific deceptive marketing campaigns—such as 

nationally advertised “Built in the USA” vans manufactured abroad;2 pillows and 

essential oils falsely marketed as being able to treat chronic diseases;3 and a delivery 

meal kit service that falsely advertises free meals.4 

 

The website functions as a clearinghouse, receiving consumer complaints about 

suspicious practices, which TINA.org investigates and, when appropriate, takes up with 

businesses and regulatory authorities. The website is also a repository of information 

relating to consumer protection lawsuits and regulatory actions. Through its collaborative  

approach and attention to emerging issues and complexities, TINA.org has become a 

trusted source of expertise on matters relating to consumer fraud, and has testified before 

Congress on issues related to consumer protection, deceptive marketing and economic 

justice.5 
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TINA.org regularly draws on its expertise to advocate for consumer interests before the 

FTC and other governmental bodies and appears as amicus curiae in cases raising 

important questions of consumer protection law.6 Since its inception, TINA.org has filed 

legal actions against hundreds of companies and entities, published more than 1,300 ad 

alerts, written over 1,000 news articles, and tracked more than 4,000 federal class actions 

alleging deceptive marketing. Notably, since 2015, state and federal agencies have 

obtained more than $250 million from wrongdoers based on TINA.org legal actions and 

evidence, and returned millions in ill-gotten gains to consumers.  

 

JUNK AND HIDDEN FEES ARE PERVASIVE 

 

Over the last 10 years, TINA.org has taken an active role in working to hold marketers 

accountable for imposing junk and hidden fees. TINA.org’s experience demonstrates that 

these fees are a serious, widespread and insidious problem present throughout the 

marketplace. By way of example, TINA.org has highlighted dozens of companies 

engaged in deceptive marketing practices using junk and hidden fees. 

 

• Legal Actions: TINA.org has complained to federal and state regulators 

concerning four companies’ use of deceptive charges: 

 

o Bob’s Discount Furniture’s Hidden Interest Fees: After receiving 

numerous consumer complaints, TINA.org investigated Bob’s Discount 

Furniture, a Connecticut-based furniture company, and found that the 

company, which advertised “interest free” financing for furniture 

purchases, deceptively back-charged interest (at an exorbitant 27.99%) 

from the date of purchase if consumers did not pay off their balance within 

one year without properly communicating this information to consumers. 

(TINA.org also found that the monthly bills consumers received were 

structured such that consumers had to pay in excess of the monthly 

statements in order to ensure their balances were paid off within the year.) 

Ultimately, TINA.org filed a complaint with Connecticut state regulators, 

who requested that Bob’s make changes to its “interest free” marketing.7 

Unfortunately, TINA.org has continued to receive numerous consumer 

complaints reporting large financial losses incurred as a result of Bob’s 

persistent hidden fees, which TINA.org has systematically forwarded to 

state regulators and Bob’s representatives, who, on occasion, have 

reimbursed consumers for their losses.  

 

o Adore Me’s Improperly Disclosed Recurring Monthly Fees: TINA.org 

sent a warning letter to online lingerie retailer Adore Me, as well as 

regulatory complaints to the FTC, the New York Attorney General’s 

Office and a group of California district attorneys, regarding the company 

charging consumers monthly fees without obtaining their express, 

informed consent, prompting all three regulators to take enforcement 

action.8  
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o Savage X Fenty’s Improperly Disclosed Recurring Monthly Fees: 

TINA.org filed regulatory complaints with the FTC and California district 

attorneys regarding this web-based lingerie company (and joint venture 

between music icon Rihanna and TechStyle, Inc.) for similarly charging 

consumers monthly fees without obtaining their express, informed 

consent, prompting California regulators to take enforcement action.9 

 

o FabKids’ Improperly Disclosed Recurring Monthly Fees: TINA.org filed 

regulatory complaints with the FTC and California district attorneys 

regarding this online children’s clothing brand for also charging 

consumers monthly fees without obtaining their express, informed 

consent.10 To date, no regulators have taken action. 

 

• Ad Alerts: TINA.org has published many alerts to warn consumers regarding 

deceptive hidden and junk fees occurring in a wide range of industries: 

 

o Gas savings app GasBuddy charging consumers fees without providing 

adequate disclosures;11 

 

o U-Haul charging junk and hidden fees on truck rentals;12 

 

o Groupon charging junk fees on purchases;13 

 

o AT&T imposing hidden fees for its television service;14 

 

o Online ticket reseller Vivid Seats charging consumers undisclosed fees;15 

 

o E-cigarette company Vapex charging consumers large restocking fees and 

other hidden costs;16 

 

o Sears imposing improperly disclosed charges and fees on carpet cleaning 

services;17 

 

o Comcast advertising free installation and then charging consumers hidden 

fees;18 

 

o Car-shopping website TrueCar charging consumers more than the 

advertised price for vehicles despite “no surprises” marketing claim;19 

 

o Question-and-answer app JustAnswer charging consumers recurring 

monthly fees without clearly and conspicuously informing them of the 

charges;20 

 

o Supplement companies billing consumers on a monthly basis without first 

obtaining consumers’ express, informed consent.21 
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• Class-Action Tracker: TINA.org also has tracked and published information 

about hundreds of class-action lawsuits against a multitude of companies in 

various industries alleging they charge – and hide – junk fees, including: 

 

o Restaurants adding junk fees to advertised food prices,22 as well as 

imposing additional “service fees” on delivery orders, charging more for 

menu items when they’re delivered, or both despite advertising free or 

low-cost delivery;23  

 

o Airlines imposing fees despite advertising a “no fees” policy for ticket 

changes and cancelations;24 imposing additional charges in the form of 

“Passenger Usage Fees”;25 falsely telling consumers the airline will refund 

security fees to passengers who do not use their tickets;26 falsely 

representing that certain passengers do not have to pay for checked bags;27 

and misrepresenting that consumers who do not purchase travel insurance 

are required to pay cancelation and change fees without disclosing that 

such fees are waived during the COVID-19 pandemic;28 

 

o Rental car companies not disclosing certain additional fees29 or 

misrepresenting the purpose of the added fees;30 

 

o Moving companies misrepresenting and deceptively adding environmental 

charges to truck rentals;31 

 

o Mobile phone service companies deceptively advertising “no contract” 

plans and then charging consumers fees when they switch carriers;32 

failing to adequately inform customers traveling abroad that they will be 

charged international roaming charges for international calls they do not 

accept, voicemails they do not check and calls they do not place while 

abroad;33 and charging other hidden fees;34 

 

o Credit unions and banks falsely representing to consumers they will not 

charge overdraft fees when they do;35 falsely representing that they will 

provide accountholders with refunds of various bank fees (including 

overdraft fees and monthly maintenance fees) during the COVID-19 

pandemic and then refusing to provide such refunds;36 and failing to 

disclose all of the fees charged to consumers;37 

 

o Buy Now, Pay Later companies marketing their services as “free” and 

then charging overdraft and/or nonsufficient fund fees;38 

 

o Payday loan providers advertising a payday advance with no fees or 

hidden costs and then charging a junk fee disguised as a “tip”;39 
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o Gyms and fitness centers increasing membership renewal fees without 

properly informing consumers;40 

 

o Credit and debit card processing service providers advertising transparent 

billing practices and then charging fees that are buried in a list of other 

charges;41  

 

o Event ticket sellers charging – and misrepresenting the purpose of – junk 

fees;42 

 

o Travel companies overcharging consumers taxes and fees purportedly 

imposed by the government and then keeping the difference as profit;43 

 

o Communication companies misleadingly advertising and charging fees for 

television, internet and phone services;44 

 

o Outlet stores charging customers undisclosed fees;45 

 

o Hotels advertising a low base rate for rooms and then charging customers 

more than the advertised rate by imposing additional fees;46 

 

o Sports betting websites falsely advertising their bet matching policy and 

then requiring consumers to pay additional entry fees to obtain the 

advertised promise;47 

 

o Online auction website eBay charging fees without adequately disclosing 

the amount and frequency of the charges;48 

 

o Amazon charging consumers an additional “Amazon Prime” membership 

fee without adequately disclosing the charge;49 

 

o Google charging Google Drive subscribers monthly fees without 

adequately informing them of the automatic renewal and recurring 

charges;50 and 

 

o UPS charging customers more than the advertised rates by imposing a 

“Delivery Area Surcharge” fee.51 

 

As the examples above make clear, the use of junk and hidden fees (as defined by the 

FTC52) has been and continues to be a serious and widespread issue, and one that impacts 

numerous industries and millions of consumers.53 

 

JUNK AND HIDDEN FEES CAUSE SIGNIFICANT CONSUMER HARM 

 

The overwhelming majority of U.S. consumers are victimized by junk and hidden fees.54 

In fact, many consumers are paying hundreds of dollars per year in such deceptive fees,55 
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a dollar figure that is continuously growing.56 Moreover, because these fees are not 

properly disclosed, consumers are not able to meaningfully price shop for products and 

services, thereby “undermin[ing] competition” and causing “a serious ripple effect on 

people’s finances.”57 And as these fees add up, many consumers experience greater 

difficulty meeting basic financial needs, such as rent, utility and food.58 According to 

consumer finance experts, hidden fees are “quietly draining the wallets of middle-class 

Americans.”59  

 

Because the harm imposed by such fees is so widespread and injurious, numerous 

consumers have complained to TINA.org about losing significant money to a multitude 

of companies that employ these tactics, including, for example, event ticket sellers, 

television/internet/phone providers, e-cigarette sellers and various retail stores. 

 

Using just one company as an example, TINA.org has received many consumer 

complaints regarding Bob’s Discount Furniture’s hidden interest fees, including the 

following: 

 

…I was charged with the interest fee of $394.17… I was not provided with clear 

and complete information about their interest-free financing promotion and also 

this amount is way too high for me to pay. I am only paid minimum wage. The 

$394.17 interest that is being charged to me could be used for my other utility 

bills and house expenses…. 

 

I have been paying my monthly installments on time for the pass [sic] year yet I 

am being told I have to pay 862.23 PLEASE PLEASE HELP ME. 

 

I have been charge [sic] 600 in interest for 200 dollars on a remaining balance. 

And it was up 2 days before I received my bill. … I work very hard for my money 

and I have just enough for my bills I can’t take this hit. 

 

Last year I bought a couch and a coffee table at Bob’s furniture. I had some 

money to put down but not all of it. I was told that I could have interest free 

financing for 12 months. I got all excited. I knew my interest free would end this 

December. I never missed a payment but I did not finish paying it off by the time 

the interest free financing was over. I thought that when the time period ended, 

they would charge me interest on the remaining due. My whole amount was about 

1300 and now it was 441. I get the bill in the mail and notice they charged me 

interest on my entire purchase of 265 dollars! No one in the store ever tells you 

that this is only interest free if you pay off the entire amount by the end of the 12 

month period. This is very misleading and I’m very upset that this will put me 

back that amount of money. 

 

… I was charged over $500 because I did not have the entire purchased [sic] 

payed [sic] off. If I had been aware, I would have placed the remaining amount 

that I owed on a credit card with a lower rate. 
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I purchased furniture from bobs discount furniture a year ago when I bought the 

5500 dollars worth of furniture all they kept saying was youll [sic] love the no 

interest for a yr deal … I made every payment on time and the full amount for a 

year and I just received a bill with 1500 dollars added to it due to the SCAM!!!... 

 

Last year I had bought a bedroom set for my daughter from Bobs Discount 

Furniture. I was excited because they offered interest free payments if paid by the 

promotion date. I was making monthly payments of 98.44 and sometimes more 

when I had the money … My mother had passed away and that caused such 

unexpected chaos in my life that I didn’t open my bill until today. The 

promotional balance of $959.99 was due on March 23. I called today on March 31 

because when I opened the bill it said i owed $1,532.63. … It turns out that the 

27.99% APR is accumulated over the 12 months you are paying. I think that the 

agreement is VERY MISLEADING… 

 

I currently just received a bill with over 900.00 in interest fees on a 3,500 loan on 

furniture. I was completely blind sided by this interest and was not aware or told 

any of this when i purchased the furniture. Please help! 

 

I … ended up paying extra $1,198.96 interest charge. For me when interest was 

charged on me I had few days old baby because of which I could not talk to them 

about it. And moreover I was on disability leave and was too hard for me to pay 

the interest amount they charged which was unknowingly high… 

 

I was charged 800 in interest. I have tried to dispute this with them and have got 

no response. I’m hoping your [sic] can help me…. 

 

…I purchased a mattress from Bob’s Furniture in the amount of approximately 

$2,000. I was given an “interest free” offer, which I took. Since then I have made 

monthly payments of approx.. $70 per month. Last Friday, my statement from 

Wells Fargo (with Bob’s logo on the top) said there was a new interest charge of 

$542.47. I thought his [sic] was a mistake… My balance went from $1,281.05 to 

$1,753.71 basically overnight, because of retroactive interest on the original 

purchase amount. As you know, this was a highly deceptive sales technique of 

which I was not fully informed at the time of purchase. Had I been informed 

properly, I would never have taken the so-called interest free loan option…. 

 

These reports support the Commission’s position that junk and hidden fees arise “without 

real notice, unconnected to any additional service, in an industry where advertising is 

essential.”60 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The prevalence of junk and hidden fees in our economy is simply too large and 

widespread for it to be effectively addressed by the Commission’s currently available 

tools. A junk fees rule would be in the public’s best interest, particularly in the wake of 
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the Supreme Court’s AMG Capital Management decision, as it would substantially 

improve the agency’s ability to combat and deter deception and unfairness in this area.  

As such, TINA.org supports the Commission’s commencement of a rulemaking 

proceeding to address junk and hidden fees.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
Bonnie Patten 

Laura Smith 

Truth in Advertising, Inc. 
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